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CEFP

Mission:

To support the legislative function with respect to 

public finance. The analysis of public policies from a 

nonpartisan standpoint, objectively and with high 

technical standards. Conduct research in economic 

topics that may aid in the construction of a legislative 

agenda.
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Antecedents

Before 1997, Mexican Congress had a one party majority that coincided with
the executive branch. After the elections of 1997, the Congress was divided
without a ruling majority for a single party. This derived in the necessity of an
organism that could give technical assitance in the budgeting process.

April 1998:
 Public Finance Studies Unit was created as a technical support

organism with nonpartisan and institutional character, integrated
by specialists in public finance/budgeting

 The signed agreement was proposed by all parties in Congress.

September 1999:
 The Organic Law of the Congress, recognizaes and norms the

“Centro de Estudios de las Finanzas Públicas”.

March 2006:
 The CEFP acquires duties and rights due to the National

Budgeting Law. Among the most important, to calculate the
impact on the budget of each specific law initiative.
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Organic Structure
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Structure Cont.

 50 employees (directors, researchers and 

staffers) 

 Open contest (competition) to fill the 

positions

 Researchers are enrolled on a permanent basis
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Principal Functions

 To analyze:

 Economic, public finance and debt informs that the Executive Power
presents quarterly to the Representatives Chamber.

 The National Plan of Development annual inform from a public
finance perspective.

 Budgeting, Income and Fiscal Law initiatives.

 International commerce tariffs.

 To do public finance studies.

 To request the Finance Ministry needed information for the well
understanding and approval of the Budgeting Law Project.

 To support budgeting impact analysis of the initiatives proposed by
Legislators.
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 To obtain and organize economic information from public and
private organizations.

 To give required information, analysis, projections and calculus
of public finance to different Commissions, Legislators and
Parliamentary groups.

 To advice the Commissions to acquire more and high quality
economic information from the Executive Power.

 To archive all economic documents, public finance and debt
informs in order to give them to the Chamber with adequate
technical procedures.

Principal Functions
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Frequent Requirements

 Budgeting Impacts
Since 2006, the Budgeting National Law at 18th article, obligates to
the legislators to present a budget impact for each law initiative that
its proposed, and the CEFP is obligated to contribute with the impacts
elaboration.

 Mid term research
It is interest of legislators to know more about the mid term
consequences that the public finance changes has on the economic
and social environment.

 Associating Performance Evaluation System with Based
Results Budgeting.

Due to the new way of budgeting, the needs of knowing budget
execution and performance of programs had been incremented.
Although, the CEFP is not allowed to evaluate existent public
programs.
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Frequent Requirements

 Federalism Expenditure
The analysis of the distribution of expenditure to Mexican States and
it use, is one of the main worries of the legislators.

 Social Expenditure
Social Expenditure impacts on population welfare are frequently
required due to many initiatives at Congress involve social
development.

 Information Necessities
With the Budgeting National Law at 2006, the CEFP is authorized to
require budgeting information to the expenditure executors in order to
contribute to transparency.
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Challenges
Necessity of long term studies

Public Finance policy has different impacts on the short, mid and long
term. It is a challenge for the CEFP to adopt long term in all the analysis
and research and to perform prospective studies.

Budgeting Impact Vs. Economic Impacts
It is required by Law that all initiatives must have their budget impact,
but it is not mandatory to analyze the economic one. Beyond the public
budget, all initiatives might have an impact on the economic
development which is desirable to include.

Authorization to emit public policy recommendations.
Initially, when the CEFP was created as a unit, giving economic and
social policy recommendations was prohibited. Now days the CEFP has
knowledge to contribute to the public policy recommendations.
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Challenges (cont.)

 Incidence Analysis: Who bears the tax burden? Who benefits 

from public expenditure?
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Opportunity areas on Mexican Budgeting

 PEC case:

PEC is an instance that concentrates all agricultural issues.

Nevertheless, there is not position for it on the Mexican Budget. It is

distributed along all the organizations that are involved on

agricultural themes without a coordinating organism. So there is no

report of performance evaluation that derives on a based result

budgeting.


